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The newsletter for WSCIA, which certifies small grains and pulse crops

A WORD FROM THE MANAGER
2022—Summer is finally here! After a year of extreme temperatures in
2021, the spring weather has continued to be a challenge for many
areas. April and May were the third-coldest and fourth wettest months
in Washington state history which slowed spring planting. This set the
scene for very high weed pressure which intensifies the chemical and
fuel costs.
With the cold, wet weather delaying the progress of fields, inspections
will also be conducted later than normal this year. Our field inspectors
are already hard at work in some areas, and hope to be going out for
more inspections soon. Since things are a little behind this year, we will
likely run into some staffing shortages in late August when many of our
inspectors return to their teaching jobs. They have always been willing to
inspect around their teaching jobs, but just know they may need
additional time to schedule field inspections this fall. Field inspections
can also be requested by contacting Hannah at the Business Office. She
can be reached by email (hannah@washingtoncrop.com), cell phone
(509-330-6408), or by calling the office (509-334-0461).
WSCIA’s Annual Meeting will be held November 14th and 15th in
Spokane at the Northern Quest Resort and Casino — we can’t wait to see
you there! Registration and sponsorship details will be sent soon and will
also be published on our website www.washingtoncrop.com/.
Many farmers will be tempted to save their own seed this fall instead of
purchasing from a local seed dealer. For those who are considering seed
saving, remember that:
Many of the highest-performing varieties in the marketplace are only
available as certified seed, and are also protected by contracts or
single-use grower agreements.
Plant Variety Protection is one of the most common ways that
varieties are protected, but developers may also use patents and/or
contracts. Talk with your seed dealer about whether you are allowed
to save seed of a given variety, as they should be familiar with any
intellectual property protection that is in place.
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Agreeing to a single-use agreement can be as simple as opening a bag of seed, so be sure to read all tags and
agreements that come your way!
Buying labeled seed — certified or not — carries the assurance of thorough testing and performance guarantee.
With certification, seed from every field is tested for noxious weeds, varietal uniformity, and germination; all
important factors when planting a seed crop. Saved seed cannot provide the same confidence as purchased seed,
and seed savers bear all the risk associated with poor performance if the seed is contaminated or germination is
low.

WSDA LAB UPDATE
Greetings! We've got a busy season underway! The Washington State Seed Lab in Yakima partners
with WSCIA in keeping our seed clean and true to type. The WSDA Seed Program currently has on
staff technicians that are certified through AOSA and SCST and can provide an RST seal and
signature on your reports if needed. The WSDA Seed Program has accredited ISTA samplers and
USDA licensed samplers available for official sampling. There is sufficient staffing with USDA
Authorized Certification Official [ACO] to issue federal and state phytosanitary certificates for
domestic or export needs.
We have been working to keep the lab staffed appropriately. The lab has one new seed technician
who achieved their certifications. We have two staff members who are ready to test in the next 6months. The goal is by the end of year to have three newly certified AOSA / SCST technicians. A
new field supervisor also joined the team recently. Jolene Sweet joins us after years as the assistant
manager at the University of Wyoming Seed Certification Service.
Also, we are reaching out to growers and seed industry representatives to get input on the state
rules for certification and two quarantines on seed borne diseases. Those rules are currently under
review and will move forward for an open public hearing process.
Paula Moore, Seed Program Manager

HOW WSDA SEED LAB TESTS WORK
CERTIFICATIONS ARE UNDERWAY
Seed Certification Program

WSDA's Seed Program operates the certification program for agricultural seeds in Washington under the
auspices of the national Association of Official Seed Certifying Agencies (AOSCA), and the international
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The program includes field inspection, seed
testing, record keeping, and documentation. Crops include grass, alfalfa, clover, beans, corn and other
miscellaneous species. Wheat, barley, oat, triticale, buckwheat, chickpea, field pea, lentil, and forest reproductive
material are inspected and documented under agreement with WSCIA.

Seed Program Mission Statement
WSDA Seed Program is committed to providing services of the highest possible standards, to satisfy customer
needs and expectations of accurate, timely and quality testing, inspections and reporting. The program is also
committed to continual improvements for the effectiveness and success of our stakeholders and the program.

Seed Testing
WSDA's Seed Program operates the only official seed testing lab in the state of Washington under the auspices
of the Association of Official Seed Analysts and the International Seed Testing Association. The lab is in Yakima
and offers purity, germination, tetrazolium (TZ) and special tests for a wide variety of agricultural, vegetable and
flower seeds. The tests are used by growers and seed companies to comply with certification and labeling
requirements for seed.

Phytosanitary Inspection and Testing
WSDA's Seed Program provides field inspection and lab examinations for compliance with import requirements
of other states or foreign countries. In most cases the field inspection and lab exams are visual determination
for the presence of diseases. Industry demand for phytosanitary services is showing a steady increase as
greater quantities of seed are exported.

Seed Law Enforcement
WSDA's Seed Program is responsible for ensuring compliance with Washington and U.S. seed law. This includes
education, random check sampling, labeling checks, and complaint investigation. The Seed Program provides
technical advice and gathers information for the arbitration committee when a case is before the committee.
All of these services and programs are funded entirely by user fees.

NEW VARIETIES
Many breeding programs are hard at work developing cereal varieties for the Inland Pacific Northwest. Below you will
find information about the newest releases from WestBred, AgriPro and Syngenta. Each of these varieties is expected
to be available as certified seed this fall. Contact the listed representative if interested in learning more.

AgriPro/Syngenta, Greg McCormack, (620) 532-6283, greg.mccormack@syngenta.com
AP Exceed- Surpass Expectations. AP Exceed is a new soft white winter wheat that will be available as Certified seed in
the fall of 2022. AP Exceed is targeted to the Intermediate and high rainfall zones and under Irrigation, where it has
excelled in multiyear AgriPro data. It features top end yield potential with good straw strength. It is early maturity with
good winter hardiness and good seedling vigor. AP Exceed is medium to short height. It is considered tolerant to stripe
rust and susceptible to Soil Borne Mosaic Virus.To find out more about AP Exceed, including yield data and a list of
AgriPro Associates, go to AgriProwheat.com

WestBred/Bayer, Nathan Clemens, (509) 570-8696, nathan.clemens@bayer.com
NEW WB1621, a new awnless soft white winter wheat that offers extremely high yield potential in both dryland and
irrigated acres across the PNW. WB1621 is a medium – late maturing variety with strong winterhardiness and solid
test weight.It’s medium – tall in height, has moderate resistance to Stripe Rust and offers good mill/bake quality.
NEW WB1720, new soft white winter wheat that is medium – late in maturity and has high yield potential across our
intermediate – high rainfall zones and irrigated. WB1720 is medium – short in height, has excellent standability and
offers resistance to Stripe Rust and moderate resistance to Cephalosporium Stripe.
NEW WB1922, new soft white winter wheat that is late in maturity, tall in height with excellent standability and has
high yield potential across all PNW dryland cropping zones. WB1922 offers Stripe Rust resistance, excellent winter
hardiness, strong test weight and good mill/bake quality. Also offers moderate resistance to Cephalosporium Stripe.

Limagrain, Hannah Kammeyer, (503) 519-7075, hannah.kammeyer@limagrain.com
LCS Jefe is a new soft white winter wheat intended for intermediate rainfall. LCS Jefe is an early maturing variety with
short-intermediate height, good test weight, low protein and great stripe rust tolerance. Before release, LCS Jefe stood
out as a consistent performer, yielding well across very diverse crop years.

Washington State University, Marci Miller, (509) 659-4020, marci@washgenetics.com
Jameson (WA8290) is a soft white winter wheat intended to be grown along highway 2 and in Douglas County. Yield
potential has been above average across highway 2 and has performed particularly well in Douglas County. The
variety has very good tolerance to snow mold, eyespot, and stripe rust. The variety also carries the 5+10 glutenin
profile, with very good end-use quality attributes. There is about one acre of foundation seed in production.
Inspire (WA8307) is a semi-dwarf, soft white winter wheat intended mainly for the intermediate to high rainfall zones
of Washington. It has a very good disease resistance package including high tolerance to Cephalosporium stripe,
eyespot, and stripe rust. This line has the highest 3-year grain yield average of all lines in the 16-20” rainfall zones of
the state. The variety has good falling numbers and end-use quality attributes. The combination of high yield
potential and excellent disease tolerance make it stable choice for growers. There is currently about four acres of
foundation seed growing.

Oregon State University, Barley Project, Denis Sather, (541) 737-8806,
denis.d.sather@oregonstate.edu
Thunder and Lightning are Oregon State 2-row barleys. Thunder, a winter, is recommended by the American Malting
Barley Association (AMBA). Reports from commercial production, malting and brewing are all excellent. Thunder is
best adapted to intensive management in irrigated environments. Under high rainfall conditions, Thunder will
require a comprehensive fungicide program for disease management. Thunder is susceptible to pre-harvest
sprouting. Lightning, a faculative, is not recommended by AMBA; modifications to standard malting protocols may
be required to achieve target malting quality profiles. The variety has an excellent track record of agronomic
performance, disease resistance, and resistance to pre-harvest sprouting. Lightning was bred for fall planting, but it
will mature normally under spring planting conditions. Foundation seed of both varieties is available from the WSCIA
for fall planting. Both varieties require a non-exclusive license. Thunder and Lightning can only be grown and sold as
a class of certified seed, with a royalty of $0.03/lb. All grain harvested must be disposed of by malting or feeding,
unless permission is obtained in writing from OSU to use the seed for other purposes, including re-planting.

CALENDAR
November 14-15 WSCIA Annual Meeting in Spokane at Northern Quest Resort. Can't wait to see you!

WASHINGTON STATE CROP IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
QUALITY. INTEGRITY. DEDICATION.
Washington State Crop Improvement Association, Inc., is a non-profit organization
working with Washington State University, Washington State Department of
Agriculture and Washington seed growers and conditioners to develop, produce and
distribute certified seed in order to improve crop yields in Washington.
Working through education, instruction and promotion, Washington State Crop
Improvement Association, Inc., is the official Washington State agency for foundation
seed and for seed certification of Buckwheat, Chickpea, Field Pea, Lentil, Sorghum,
Small Grain and Forest Reproductive Material. Certification of seed of Grass, Dry Edible
Bean and Soybean is conducted by the Washington State Department of Agriculture.

Certified Seed
IS ALWAYS A

GOOD IDEA

WSCIA-FSS FALL 2022 SEED AVAILABILITY LIST AND ORDER FORM
DUE BY AUGUST 19, 2022: CURRENT SEASON REQUESTS FOR FALL 2022 PLANTING
DUE BY SEPT. 2, 2022:
APPLICATIONS FOR FALL 2023 YEAR-IN-ADVANCE REQUESTS (REQUIRES YIA CONTRACT)
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

DELIVERY IN FALL

2022
2023
PKG DELIVERY IN FALL
POUNDS POUNDS TYPE

WINTER WHEAT
ARS Crescent Club
Appleby CL+ SW ** OSU
Balance HR *
Bobtail SW OSU
Cameo Club * (ARS09X492-6CBW) NEW
Cara Club
Castella Club *
Curiosity CL+ SW *
Devote SW (WA8271) *
Jameson (WA8290) SW * NEW
Inspire (WA8307) SW * NEW
Mary SW OSU
Mela CL+ SW *
Millie HW ** OSU
Nixon SW ** OSU
Norwest Duet SW **
Norwest Tandem SW **
OR2X2 CL+ SW ** OSU
ORCF-102 SW **
Otto SW *
Piranha CL+ SW *
Pritchett Club *
Puma SW *
Purl SW *
Resilience CL+ SW *
Rosalyn SW OSU
Scorpio HR *
Sequoia HR *
Sockeye CL+ SW *
Stephens SW OSU
Stingray CL+ SW *

PRICE
$.70/lb. YIA ONLY
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb. YIA ONLY
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.

2022
2023
PKG
POUNDS POUNDS TYPE

WINTER BARLEY
Alba Six Row Feed
Buck Six Row Naked
Hoody Six Row Feed
Lightning 2 Row Malt B
Thunder 2 Row Malt B

PRICE

PEA/LENTIL
Morton Winter Lentil
Specter Winter Pea

PRICE

$.70/lb.

YIA ONLY

$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.

$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.

$.98/lb.

YIA ONLY

$.60/lb.

$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.

ASK

$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.

GRASSES
Bromar Mt. Brome
Sherman Big Bluegrass
Alkar Tall Wheatgrass
Whitmar Beardless
Secar Bluebunch
Covar Sheep Fescue
Durar Hard Fescue
Canbar Canby Bluegrass
Union Flat Blue Wildrye
White Pass Blue Wildrye
Anatone Bluebunch Whtgr

BULK/LB
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.
$17.00/lb.

$.70/lb.
$.70/lb. YIA ONLY
$.70/lb.

Wheat key: SW = Soft White; CL+ = Clearfield; HR = Hard Red

$.70/lb.
$.70/lb.

* WSU LICENSE REQUIRED FOR PURCHASE

$.70/lb.

** AVAILABLE TO OSU SEED SUPPLIER LICENSE HOLDERS ONLY

$.70/lb.

B

Please indicate Package Type. Code: 50/60# Paper =

OSU NON-EXCLUSIVE BARLEY LICENSE REQUIRED

"P" // 2000# Poly Bulk Bag = "B"

SUBMIT YOUR ORDER TO:
Washington State Crop Improvement Assn.

SMALL GRAIN STANDARD TREATMENT:
CRUISERMAXX VIBRANCE TREBUSET HI-RHIZE .66 CB
ADDITIONAL RATE OF 1.33 CM AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST W/CHARGE

2575 NE Hopkins Court
Pullman, WA 99163
Phone: 509-592-4515 / Fax: 509-335-7007
E-mail: darlene@washingtoncrop.com
ALL SALES ARE MADE PENDING BUYER'S ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS OF SALE AND SIGNED WARRANTY AND DISCLAIMER
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Purchaser to review the terms on the reverse and sign and date the Purchase Order
CANCELLATION OF ORDER: A Re-Stocking fee will apply which could be up to Full Price of Seed
Company or Farm Name
Contact Person
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone and E-mail

PURCHASE ORDER – TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Mail or fax to: Washington State Crop Improvement Association (WSCIA) Foundation Seed Service
2575 NE Hopkins Ct., Pullman WA, 99163 • Fax: (509) 335-7007
Please Note: If you place an order by phone or e-mail, WSCIA will still need a signed copy of this form showing that you
agree to the terms and conditions as stated below. If the signed copy is not received by WSCIA within 14 days of your
order, WSCIA may terminate your order without notice.
1)

This Purchase Order can only be changed or canceled if the purchaser notifies WSCIA within 7 days after this order is placed.

2)

For orders totaling less than $1,000, payment is required before seed can be picked up or shipped. For orders greater than $1,000,
payment for seed is due within 30 days of invoice date. An 18% finance charge will be applied to all invoices not paid within 30
days of invoice date, with minimum finance charge of $5.00.

3)

Handling fees of $50 per order of up to 3 varieties + $10 per each additional variety will be applied to all seed shipped in amounts
of 200 pounds or less.

4)

Due to the cost and risk involved in producing seed, WSCIA requires at its discretion and purchaser herby agrees, that any
purchaser ordering seed in advance (“Year-in-Advance” order) must deposit 20% if required by WSCIA-FSS of the posted
Foundation seed price with the seed order. The purchaser must also take delivery of, and pay for, 100% of seed ordered.

5)

WSCIA cannot, and does not guarantee the availability of any seed order. Therefore, if seed of a marketable quality is not available
upon order, WSCIA in its sole discretion will choose whether to allow the purchaser to change, cancel or reconfirm the seed order
beyond the change deadlines listed in Paragraph 1 above. Said changes will only be allowed if placed in writing and signed by
WSCIA and the purchaser.

6)

No seed orders will be returned or resold without prior written approval of WSCIA which WSCIA may withhold for any reason.

7)

All Foundation class seed of allocated varieties must be used as Foundation seed only, and will not be reclassified to Registered
or Certified seed without written approval of WSCIA.

8)

Seed is priced F.O.B. the storage location. All freight arrangements and/or charges are the sole responsibility of the purchaser. If
someone other than the purchaser is to pick up the seed order, WSCIA must be notified in advance, in writing, of the name of the
person or persons picking up the order.

9)

Once the seed order has been loaded for the purchaser, WSCIA is released from any and all responsibility for the seed.

10)

All special orders, such as orders of any variety of seed not listed on WSCIA’s advance order form, will have additional charges
including, but not limited to, freight charges, in addition to the established price set by the WSCIA Board of Directors.

11)

If a seed shortage exists relative to a particular variety, the seed will be allocated among those ordering it according to WSCIA’s
Allocation Policy (11/18/02) which is incorporated herein by this reference. A copy can be obtained by contacting WSCIA.

12)

Limited Warranty: WSCIA warrants, to the extent of the purchase price only, that the seeds WSCIA sells will be labeled as
required by law and will conform to the label description within the recognized tolerances in the seed industry and its standards.
WSCIA DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE/USE.

13)

WSCIA HAS MADE EFFORTS TO MINIMIZE THE POSSIBILITY OF OUT CROSSING, HOWEVER,

WSCIA SELLS ALL SEEDS IN
AS-IS CONDITION/FORM AND IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY OUT-CROSSING WHICH HAS OCCURRED, MAY OCCUR, OR
WILL OCCUR IN ANY FOUNDATION SEED PRODUCTION FIELD. THE PURCHASER OF THE SEED AGREES TO ASSUME THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF REMOVING ANY VISUALLY OFF-TYPE SEED(S) WHICH MAY HAVE RESULTED FROM A CROSS-POLLINATION
EVENT TO THE EXTENT THAT CERTIFICATION STANDARDS ARE MET.

14)

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: THE PURCHASER’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES FOR ANY AND ALL DAMAGES
SUSTAINED AND/OR LOSSES SUFFERED WITH RESPECT TO THE PURCHASE AND/OR USE OF THE SEED ORDERED
FROM WSCIA, WHETHER BY WSCIA’S BREACH OF WARRRANTY, NEGLIGENCE, OR ANY BREACH OF ANY OTHER
DUTY, IS LIMITED TO THE FOREGOING WARRANTY AND SHALL BE, AT WSCIA’S SOLE OPTION, LIMITED TO THE
RECOVERY OF AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED THE ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE OF THE SEED.

15)

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES: The parties agree that should Purchaser fail to pay for and accept the seed per the terms
of this agreement, that WSCIA’s damages are difficult to ascertain in advance. The difficulty of ascertaining damages is
partly due to the uncertainty of whether and to what extent WSCIA can mitigate its damages. Therefore, the parties agree
that establishing liquidated damages remedy will lead to greater certainty of the parties’ rights. The agreed liquidated
damages is 80% of the original sales price or a lesser amount in WSCIA’s determination.

16)

This agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Washington and venue for any action shall lie in Superior Court for
Whitman County, Washington. This agreement may be subject to mediation according to Chapter 49 of Title 15 of the Revised
Code of Washington. In any action to enforce this agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to its reasonable attorney fees
and costs.

_____________________________________________
Purchaser’s Signature
date
_____________________________________________
Purchaser’s Name

__________________________________________________
WSCIA
date
__________________________________________________
WSCIA Name

